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Red Rocks (2011-2013) 

Red Rocks (2011-2013) is the abstract reconstruction that I utilise to immerse myself back into a 
place once cherished and visited by my family, most of whom are not here anymore. Now as I fill in 
my recounted adolescence through Red Rocks (2011- 2013)and the perceived static position in my 
timeline that appears every time I walk across the sandstone outcrop looking out to Hilbre Island, I 

attempt this time to capture my resonant past with a recorder. Time separating visits; but the 
repetition of space and time, time and space still appears the same as if to draw me back and 

recount journeys travelled and time spent. Returning to a landscape fills my audible mind as an 
adult with happy carefree times and when I write about this time nothing compares to the actual 

space and time presence. As I sat recording Red Rocks (2011-2013) sensations became 
apparent once again; salty air, cold air piercing my clothes, water numbing my fingers and the 
expanse of the Irish Sea meeting the Dee Estuary. However, as the final recording on Red Rocks 

(2011-2013) suggests, Shells (0:49), rings a note of remembrance for a man who once sat as a child 
listening and cracking together the hollow shaft of the shells. 

Dr. James Kent (UK, Wirral) 

James is an interdisciplinary sonic ethnographer, sound artist, field recorder researcher and 
sometimes lecturer. He has worked and curated on a number projects around Liverpool and the 
Wirral peninsula where he is currently based with his wife and two young daughters. Current 
project includes exploring his own resonant memories through a series of interaction with the 

surrounding landscape.  
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